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process
of inspired translation
the
two passages translated twice in the joseph smith
translation of the bible

kent PR jackson and peter M jasinski

ince 1996 researchers from brigham young university with the assissince
on examihandson
tance of new photographs scanned images and much hands
nation of the documents have been engaged in a careful study of the text
written on the original manuscripts of the joseph smith translation of the
bible the work has yielded the publication of a large facsimile transcription of all the original manuscript pages and much new information about
how joseph smith prepared the text 1 among the many new discoveries
resulting from this research is an enhanced understanding of the sequence

S

and chronology of the prophets work
A brief history of the joseph smith translation

not long after the church of christ

was organized in spring 1830
joseph smith began a revision of the king james translation of the bible a
process that would engage hundreds of hours of his time and much of his
energy over the next three years this new translation as he and early
church members called it 2 would be the source of much new revelation that
would come to the church in the form of improved and restored biblical
texts the process of translation began in june 1830 when the revelation now
known as moses 1i was received a preface to the book of genesis and thus to
the entire bible over the course of the following months joseph smith continued to translate the old testament genesis 1 24 june 1830 march 1831
it is likely that he intended to go through the bible from cover to cover but
a march 71831
7 1831 revelation instructed him to interrupt the old testament

work and translate the new testament dac
d&c 4560
4530 62 upon completion
of the new testament matthew revelation march 1831 july 1832 he
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translated the rest of the old testament in order genesis 24 malachi
july 1832 july 1833
aside from the cessation of translating the old testament while the
new testament was revised the translation was a systematic process that
took joseph smith from one end of the bible to the other the books and
passages chapters and verses were revised in sequence but even while the
original translation was under way the prophet made a second pass
through many of the pages often revising his earlier dictation with
expanded or clarified meanings those later revisions were probably completed not long after the first revision was dictated both processes the
original dictating and the later revising have become increasingly clear
through recent research into the original manuscripts 3

two new testament passages that were translated twice
in light of what we know now about the creation of the new translation it is interesting to observe that in two places in the bible joseph
smith provided two original translations that vary from each other the
passages one quite long matt 261 71 and the other very short 2 pet
34 6 were translated twice most likely because joseph smith had forgotten that he had produced the original translations and thus translated the
material anew in this article we present the two versions of the translations here published together in edited format for the first time and we
examine them to see what can be learned from them in what ways are they
different and in what ways are they the same what do the differences and
similarities mean from this unique situation two prophetic revisions of
the same biblical texts we can learn much about how the prophet fulfilled
his calling to create his new translation of the bible for the church

joseph smiths new translation of matthew 261

711
71

when joseph smith began the translation of the new testament in
spring 1831 he translated most of the gospel of matthew without major
interruption the manuscript produced by that original translation figs
1 2 has been designated by modern archivists as new testament manuback up copy of most of the nti
script i nti john whitmer later made a backup
material that copy begins what would later be known as new testament
manuscript 2 nta
nt2 in four folios which became the working copy on
which the rest of the translation of the new testament was continued to
understand how joseph smith made two original translations of matthew
26 it is necessary to understand in more detail the genesis of
ofnti
nt2
nti and nta
and how the two manuscripts relate to each other

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol42/iss2/3
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i new testament manuscript 1i page 62 matthew 2645 63 joseph smith
dictated this first translation of matthew 26 in spring 1831 the handwriting
here is that of his scribe sidney rigdon all images in this article courtesy
community of christ library archives independence missouri
FIG
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detail of new testament manuscript i page 60 showing matthew 263
handwriting of sidney rigdon
FIG 2

10

new testament manuscript i nti is the original dictated text of
joseph smitis
smith s new translation of matthew 11 2671 it was begun on
march 81831 and probably was finished in june of that year it was written
in kirtland ohio in the hand of sidney rigdon who served as the
prophetss scribe recording his dictation joseph smith and sidney rigdon
prophet
left kirtland for missouri on june 19
1831 and it is likely that they finished
191831
4
before
their
departure
the text ends at matthew 2671 in the middle
nti
of a sentence and clearly not at a predictable stopping place the abrupt
ending suggests a date for matthew 26 shortly before their departure when
they ran out of time the nti text of matthew 26 shows only minimal editing after its original writing all of it appears to be in the hand of sidney
rigdon who corrected his own scribal and spelling errors at the time of the
original dictation there was not a second pass of revisions in this text
matthew 26 on nti differs in several places from the text of the king
james translation most of the changes appear to be clarifications or rewordings of the existing english text but there are also significant new insights
on march 881831
1831 john whitmer was appointed by revelation to transcribe for joseph smith dac
d&c 471 he first copied the old testament
translation that had been revealed to that point then as pages of the new
testament manuscript nti
nti became available he transcribed them also
his copy of nti is identified as new testament manuscript 2 folio 1i
NT
nt21
21 it does not reproduce all of
ofnti
nt2i
nti however it ends in the middle of
verse i of matthew 26

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol42/iss2/3
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how the duplications occurred
after spending most of summer 1831 in independence missouri
joseph smith returned to ohio and to his work on the new translation
the prophet reported that the forepart of september was spent in making
commence
preparations to remove to the town of hiram ohio and re recommence
the translation of the bible 5 from then until the fore part of october
he did little more than to prepare to recommence the translation of the
bible 6 john whitmer was now the scribe for the joseph smith translation recording the prophets dictation on a new manuscript today labeled
new testament manuscript 2 folio 2 NT
22
nt22
however instead of recommencing the translation at matthew 2671
where he had stopped his translating before traveling to missouri the prophet
began at matthew 261 whitmer had made his copy only to the first verse
of the chapter and it appears that both he and the prophet had forgotten
that the translation had already progressed farther thus nt22 contains a
second translation of matthew 26 this translation was begun on septemtwos
two fig 3 the earber 26 and was probably completed within a day or two7
lier translation appears to have been forgotten altogether perhaps because
the original dictation had already been set aside and replaced by the
folios of nt2
nta as the live text to which later material was added and on
which later corrections and revisions were written when the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints now the community of
smitis s bible translation in 1867 8 they
christ prepared to publish joseph smith
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detail of new testament manuscript 2 folio 2 page i showing matthew
this image shows part of the second translation of matthew 26 dated september 26
1831 the handwriting here is that of john whitmer who served as the
261831
prophets scribe for this dictation the archival notations ch 26 and matt
verse numbers and capitalization changes are in unknown hands
FIG 3
261 7
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drew their text of matthew 26 from the nt22 translation and thus it is the
one contained in the published inspired version today 9
the nt22 translation of matthew 26 unlike that of
ofnti
nti shows a great
deal of editing after the original dictation to prepare it for publication
while john whitmer was serving as scribe he corrected some of his own
cornec
recording errors at the time of the dictation in addition to those correc
eions
tions joseph smith undertook a later review of parts of nt22 with sidney
rigdon as scribe corrections on the matthew 26 pages that resulted from
that review are few and most are small clarifications and word rearrangements later hands added punctuation although whitmer had included
some during the original dictation capitalization changes were made as
well and whitmer s ampersands & were spelled out to and in most
instances verse divisions and verse numbers were then added the verses
assigned in the JST manuscripts were not the short divisions we have in
modern bibles but paragraph length verses that are less interruptive of the
scriptural text 10 we cannot say when the changes in punctuation capitaliza
ization
tion and versification were inserted our best suggestion is that they
were inserted by clerks working under joseph smiths direction this work
may have been done in the i83os
183os after the translation was completed but
perhaps it took place in the early 1840s
i84os when the prophet was preparing his
new translation for publication 11
earlier historians have disagreed as to why there are differences
between nti and nt22 in his early research on the joseph smith translay
transla
tion manuscripts RLDS church historian richard P howard attributes
Whit
the differences between matthew 26 in nti and nt22 to john whitmers
mers
whitters
12
amending
copying and emending
em ending of
ofnti
nti he believes that as whitmer was pro-13
matthew13
ducing nt22 he saw the need to clarify some passages in matthew
then howard suggests whitmer s emendation was revised further by
joseph smith howard assumes that whitmer was assigned not only to
copy but also to emend yet the JST manuscripts show that whitmer was a
faithful copyist whose transcriptions diverged intentionally from the originals only in very rare cases when he corrected what he apparently felt were
grammatical or writing errors in the originals 14 robert J matthews
i
i
is
explains that nt22 missing two phrases that were actually a substantive
part of the revision in nti 15 he proposes two possible explanations for
their omission they were either carelessly transcribed or deliberately
rejected when nt22 was made 16
our recent research has enabled us to obtain a clearer picture of the
history of the new translation and to reconstruct more accurately the generation of the two texts of matthew 26 As we have described above the
nta
nt1
nti text was translated by or in june 1831 and it appears that its existence

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol42/iss2/3
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was overlooked when joseph smith began anew the translation over three
months later there is every indication that he made each translation of

with the intent of having it be part of the new translation
thus latter day saints can welcome both readings as valued contributions
to the restoration even if one was later forgotten and supplanted by
another such a memory lapse is understandable the process of translation was interrupted for at least three months between the two translations
by the prophets first trip to missouri and all the events associated with it
the rigors of travel in the 1830s
i83os the dedication of land for building the city
of
ofzion
zion the consecration of property for building a temple and the preparations for gathering the saints to that location

matthew

26

the king james version and the two joseph smith translations
following in parallel columns are the king james version text as
found in the current english latter day saint edition of the bible and the
texts of joseph smiths two translations of matthew 261 71 17 the king
james translation below includes all the italics that appeared in the 1828
H and E phinney bible that joseph smith used when preparing the new
translation 18 to the joseph smith translation texts we have added punctuation capitalization and spelling modeled after the king james version
we have highlighted in bold type the changes that joseph smith made to
the texts 19 our commentary appears below the relevant verses

pass when
jesus had finished all these
sayings he said unto his disciples

i and it came to
1

and it came to pass when

and it came to pass when

jesus had finished all these
sayings he said unto his dis-

jesus had finished all these
sayings he said unto his dis-

ciples

ciples

you know that after two

ye know that after two
days is the feast of the
passover and the son of man

days is the passover and the

is betrayed to be crucified

crucified

2

son

is

to be betrayed and

ye know that after two
days is the passover and
then the son of man is
betrayed to be crucified

verse 2 in the nti account the prophet changed the archaic pronoun
14ye
ye to you which he did a total of thirteen times in that account in
three other instances he added new material that contains you where the
king james translation would have used ye in the nt22 account only
once did the prophet add you where the king james translators would
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nt22

sayrbmber i83iib

fscnbeistdneyrwdoni

then

and

then

the chief priests and the
scribes and the elders of the
people unto the palace of
the high priest who was
called caiaphas

then assembled
together the chief priests and
the scribes and the elders of
the people unto the palace
of the high priest who is
called caiaphas

assembled together
the chief priests and the
scribes and the elders of the
people unto the palace of
the high priest who was
called caiaphas

and consulted that they

and consulted that they

and consulted that they

might take jesus by subtilty
and kill him

might take jesus by subtilty
and kill him that they might
put an end to his work

might take jesus by subtilty
and kill him

but they said not on the
feast day lest there be an
uproar among the people

but they said lest there
be an uproar among the
people let us not do it on the

but they said not on the
feast day lest there be an
uproar among the people

3

4

assembled together

5

feast day
6

now when jesus was in
bethany in the house of

now when jesus was in
bethany in the house of

now when jesus was in
bethany in the house of

simon the leper

simon the leper

simon the leper

have used ye and he did not change ye in any existing occurrence this
shows that on his second translation of matthew 26 the modernizing of
the pronouns was not as high a priority as it had been some months earlier
in both translations the prophet removed the the feast of and made
other editorial adjustments that make the text read more easily these are typical of most of the changes in the two texts of matthew 26 and they are
typical of the majority of individual changes the prophet made throughout
changes son of man to son this is the only
the new translation
such change in the chapter and thus we cannot tell if it was a deliberate or
an inadvertent omission
verse 4 this verse contains a significant revision in the
narrative
an addition that provides a motive for the leaders of the jews who opposed
jesus ministry that they might put an end to his work
verse 5 the rewording for clarification in
is typical of many other
JST changes
11

nti

nti

nti

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol42/iss2/3
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there came unto him

v

11

i

5

Ss

there came unto him

a

inspired translation
of ofinspired

a

43

n122 lsSEPTEMBER 18311
agi
3
there came unto him

a

woman having an alabaster
box of very precious oint
ment and poured it on his
head as he sat at meat

woman having an alabaster
box of very precious ointment and poured it on his
head as he sat in the house

woman having an alabaster
box of very precious ointment and poured it on his
head as he sat in the house

but when his disciples

but when some saw this

saw it they had indignation
is
saying to what purpose is

but when his disciples saw
her they had indignation
against her saying to what

this waste

purpose is this waste

8

they had indignation saying
unto what purpose is this
waste

for this ointment might

for this ointment might

for this ointment might

have been sold for much and
given to the poor

have been sold for much and

have been sold for much and
given to the poor

10
lo when jesus understood
it he said unto them why
trouble ye the woman
woman7 for
womank
she hath wrought a good
work upon me

and when they had thus

9

given to the poor

reasoned among themselves
and understood not jesus
knowing their hearts he said
unto them why trouble you
the woman
woman7 and from
womank
whence is this evil in your
hearts for verily I1 say unto
you she hath wrought a good
work upon me

when they had said thus
jesus understood them and
he said unto them why
trouble ye the woman
woman7 for
womank
she hath wrought a good
work upon me

verse 7 both versions change at meat to in the house the greek
anakeimmou was reclining is used often in the context of eating
participle anakeimenou
but does not necessarily mean that the event occurred at a meal
verse 8 the nt22 version changes his disciples to the less definite
some and both accounts supply an antecedent to the italicized it the
nti account provides an object to the indignation
verse 10
io this is one of several instances in which joseph smith made
parallel content changes in both of the JST narratives the nt22 translation rewords the introductory clause of the verse and makes it clearer see
fig 2 the nti translation provides a much fuller revision and adds significant new insights among other things it changes the subject of the verb
treverse
everse and
the verse
understood from jesus to his companions the first part of theverse
th
when
their hearts provides a window into the thinking both of jesus
and of the others the revised verse also provides additional dialogue as
jesus asked his hearers and from whence is this evil in your hearts
11

11
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klw3 ja meyversiot
ye have the poor
always with you but me ye
have not always
11

for

for

in that she hath
poured this ointment on my
it for my burial
body she did itfoi
12

verily I1 say unto you
wheresoever this gospel shall
be preached in the whole
world there shall also this
that this woman hath done
be told for a memorial of her
13

then

one of the twelve
called judas iscariot went
unto the chief priests
14

and said unto them what

sssasregagw
catjunh isaiy8

nti
g3
ga
Sr

SBPTEMBEK
nt22september

Scribe sidney
sidnay

for the poor you have
always with you but me you
have not always

for ye have the poor
always with you
have not always

but me ye

this woman hath poured

for she hath poured this

this ointment on my body
for my burial

ointment on my body for my
burial

verily

I1 say

unto you

wheresoever this gospel shall
be preached in the whole
world shall this that this
woman hath done be told for
a memorial of her for in
that she hath done for me
she hath obtained a blessing
of my father

then one of the

twelve

called judas iscariot went
unto the chief priests

and said what

and in this thing that she
hath done

she shall be
blessed for verily I1 say unto
you wheresoever this gospel
shall be preached in the
whole world this thing that
this woman hath done shall
also be told for a memorial of
her

then one of the

twelve

called judas iscariot went
unto the chief priests

and said what

will deliver

will ye
give me and I1 will deliver

him unto you and they
covenanted with him for
thirty pieces of silver

him unto you and they
covenanted with him for
thirty pieces of silver

and from that time he

and from that time he

and from that time he

sought opportunity to betray
him

sought opportunity to betray
him

sought opportunity to betray
jesus

15

will ye give me and 1I will
deliver him unto you and
they covenanted with him for
thirty pieces of silver
16

give me and

I
1

will you

verses 11 12 nti revises the syntax of both of these verses making the
reading clearer nt22 does the same with verse 12
verse 13 the two translations insert the same addition to this verse
although not in identical words it is a sentence spoken by jesus promising
a blessing for the woman who anointed him the earlier translation places
it at the end of the verse and the later translation places it at the beginning
of the verse
verse 15 the prophet deleted unto them in both translations
thereby causing the readings to reflect more closely the earliest greek texts
verse 16 the change in nt22 from him to jesus is typical of other
similar revisions in the joseph smith translation in which pronouns are
replaced by names to make antecedents clearer 20

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol42/iss2/3
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now the first day of the

now on the first day of the

now on the first day of the

feast ofunleavened
of unleavened bread the
disciples came to jesus say

ing unto him where wilt
thou that we prepare for thee
passover77
to eat the passover

disci
unleavened bread the bisci
pies came to jesus saying
ples
unto him where wilt thou
that we prepare for thee to eat
the passover

feast of unleavened bread the
disciples came unto jesus
saying unto him where wilt
thou that we prepare for thee
to eat the passover 7

and he said go into the

and he said go into the

and he said go into the

city to such a man and say
unto him the master saith
my time is at hand 1I will
keep the passover at thy
house with my disciples

city to such a man and say

city to such a man and say
unto him the master saith
my time is at hand I1 will keep
the passover at thy house
with my disciples

17

18

19

and the disciples did

as

jesus had appointed them
and they made ready the
passover
20

now when the even was

come he sat down with the
twelve

and

they did eat he
said verily 1I say unto you
that one of you shall betray
me
21

as

3

unto him the master saith
my time is at hand I1 will keep
the passover at thy house
with my disciples

and the

disciples did as

jesus had commanded them
and they made ready the
passover

and the

disciples did as

jesus appointed them and
they made ready the
passover

was

now when the evening

come he sat down with the
twelve

was come he sat down with
the twelve

now when the even

and

and

as they did eat he
said verily I1 say unto you

as they did eat he
said verily I1 say unto you

that one of you shall betray

that one of you shall betray
me

me

and they were exceeding

and they were exceeding

and they were exceeding

sorrowful and began every
one of them to say unto him
lord is it I1

sorrowful and began every
one of them to say unto him
lord is it I1P

sorrowful and began every
one of them to say unto him
I1
lord is it V

22

verse

both narratives insert the preposition on in the beginning
phrase nti deletes feast of but nt22 includes it in the text
verse 19 grammatical adjustments like the change in nt22 from as
jesus had appointed to as jesus appointed are not unprecedented in the
joseph smith translation in several such places the prophet selected a
simpler grammatical form than that used by the king james translators
the change to commanded in nti more accurately reflects the semantic
suntiss6
range of the greek verb suntdsso
verse 20 in the nt22 account as in many other instances in the new
translation joseph smith supplied a more contemporary term than that
used in the king james bible
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23

and he answered and
said he that dippeth
rippeth his

and he answered and said
rippeth his hand
he that dippeth

and he answered and said
rippeth his hand
he that dippeth

hand with me in the dish the
same shall betray me

with me in the dish the same
shall betray me

with me in the dish the same
shall betray me

son of man goeth as
it is written of him but woe
unto that man by whom the
son of man is betrayed it had
been good for that man if he
had not been born

the son of man goeth as it

but the son of man goeth

24

the

then

judas
which
betrayed him answered and
1I
said master is it V
he said
unto him thou hast said
25

and

they were eating
jesus took bread and blessed
it and brake it and gave it to
the disciples and said take
eat this is my body
26

as

verse 25

written of him but woe
unto that man by whom the
son of man is betrayed it had
been good for that man if
he had not been born
is

then

judas
which
betrayed him answered and
said master is it I1P he said
unto him thou hast said
truly for thou art the man

and

as they were eating

jesus took bread and blessed
it and brake it and gave it to
the disciples and said take
eat of it and a commandment 1I give unto you and
this is the commandment
which 1I give unto you that
as you see me do you shall
do likewise in remembrance
of my body

of him but
woe unto that man by whom
the son of man is betrayed it
had been good for that man if
he had not been born
as it is written

then judas who betrayed
him answered and said mas
ter is it 1I he said unto him
thou hast said

and

as they were eating

jesus took bread and brake
it and blessed it and gave to
his disciples and said take
eat this is in remembrance
of my body which 1I gave a
ransom for you

brom
which to
from whichto
the change of relative pronouns hhorn

who as here
in nt22 is very common in the joseph smith translation nti expands on
the last sentence to make jesus response to judas more emphatic
verse 26 the changes made in this verse are among the most signify
signifi
cant of the chapter and both translations make important contributions
in the four joseph smith translation accounts of the sacrament at the last
supper nti matthew nt22 matthew mark and nt24 luke 21 only
nt22 matthew corrects the order of events with regard to the bread jesus
took bread and brake it and blessed it this correction brings the order
into harmony with jesus pattern in the book of mormon 3 nephi 183
both nti and nt22 add words to show that the bread was not jesus body
but in remembrance of it something otherwise absent in the matthew
account 22 the words which 1I gave a ransom for you in nt22 provide
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47

nti caunel83l

sidney
scribe siiney
sliney rador
rwdor

and he took the cup and

and he took the cup and

and he took the cup and

gave thanks and gave it to
them saying drink ye all of it

gave thanks and blessed the
cup and gave to them say-

gave thanks and gave it to
them saying drink ye all of it

27

ing drink of it all of you

for this is my blood of the

for this you shall do in

new testament which is shed
for many for the remission of
sins

remembrance of my blood
which is shed for as many as
shall believe on my name for
the remission of their sins

but I1 say unto you I1 will
not drink henceforth of this
fruit of the vine until that day
when I1 drink it new with you
in my fathers kingdom

but I1 say unto you I1 will
not drink henceforth of this
fruit of the vine until that
day when I1 shall come and

28

29

drink it new with you in my
fathers kingdom

in remembrance of my blood of the

for this

is

new testament which is shed
for as many as shall believe
on my name for the remission of their sins and 1I give
unto you a commandment
that ye shall observe to do
the things which ye have
seen me do and bear record
of me even unto the end

but I1 say unto you I1 will
not drink henceforth of this
fruit of the vine until that
day when I1 drink it new with
you in my fathers kingdom

the doctrinal foundation for the passage in the nti narrative jesus commands his apostles to do as they had seen him do to bless and pass the
sacramental emblems to others
verse 27 nti restores the information that jesus not only gave thanks
for the wine but also blessed it
verse 28 the changes in this verse do to the account of the wine what
the changes in verse 26 do to the account of the bread both nti and
nt22 replace my blood with in remembrance of my blood both
accounts replace shed for many with shed for as many as shall believe
on my name and most significantly the prophet added to the nt22 narrative a commandment of jesus to his disciples that they do as they had
seen him do with respect to the sacrament the nti narrative contains the
same instruction but there joseph smith inserted it into the account of
the bread not into the account of the wine 23
verse 29 the small change here in nti adds important information to
jesus promise that he will yet participate in the sacrament with his disciples
the insertion that he shall come and drink with them brings the doctrine
into harmony with what we know from elsewhere in modern revelation
d&c 285
that event will take place not in heaven but on the earth dac
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48

and when they had sung

and when they had sung a

and when they had sung a

an hymn they went out into
the mount of olives

hymn they went out into the
mount of olives

hymn they went out into the
mount of olives

30

31

then saith jesus unto

them all ye shall be offended
because of me this night for
it is written I1 will smite the
shepherd and the sheep of
the flock shall be scattered
abroad
32
1I

but after 1I am risen again
will go before you into

galilee
peter answered and said
unto him though all men
shall be offended because of
thee yet will I1 never be
offended
33

34 jesus said unto him verily 1I say unto thee that this

night before the cock crow
thou shalt deny me thrice

then

saith jesus unto
them all you shall be
offended because of me this
night for it is written I1 will
smite the shepherd and the
sheep of the flock shall be
scattered abroad

then said jesus unto
them all ye shall be offended
because of me this night for
it is written I1 will smite the
shepherd and the sheep of
the flock shall be scattered
abroad

but after 1I am risen again
will go before you into
galilee
1I

but peter answered and
said unto him though all my
brethren should be offended
because of thee 1I will never
be offended

jesus said unto him verily
1I say unto thee
that this
night before the cock crow
thou shalt deny me thrice

1I

but after I1 am risen again
will go before you into

galilee

peter answered and said
unto him though all men
shall be offended because of
thee 1I will never be offended

jesus said unto him verily
1I say unto thee that this
night before the cock crow
thou shalt deny me thrice

verse 30 the change in both texts from an hymn to a hymn is typical of other modernizations in the joseph smith translation joseph
smiths 1828 H and E phinney bible the default king james version text
for the joseph smith translation has a hymn in this verse and he read it
as such to his scribes 24
verse 31 in many places in the new testament joseph smith changed
the king james present tense saith to said as he did here in the nt22
account
verse 33 again the italicized words are changed in the new translation
nti identifies the indefinite all men of the king james translation with the
all my brethren the prophet deleted the yet of the last clause in
twelve
both translations it is found in some greek texts but not in the earliest
manuscripts the word order is changed in both translations to 1 I will
1
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kiprf iames
kipry
JAMES VERSION

cas
CAT JUNE
iune
sidney rigdon
fscnbe sisney

SEPTEMBER 1831

scribesjohn
Scribe
sJohn

whltmertrj

peter said unto him
though 1I should die with
thee yet will I1 not deny thee
likewise also said all the dis

said unto him
though 1I should die with
thee yet 1I will not deny thee
likewise also said all the dis-

peter said unto him
though I1 should die with
thee yet will I1 not deny thee

caples
ciples

ciples

caples
ciples

35

likewise also said all the dis

jesus with
them unto a place called
gethsemane and saith unto
the disciples sit ye here
while 1I go and pray yonder

then cometh jesus with

then cometh jesus with

them unto a place called
gethsemane and saith unto
the disciples sit you here
while I1 go yonder and pray

them unto a place called
gethsemane and said unto
the disciples sit ye here
while 1I go and pray yonder

and he took with him

and he took with him

and he took with him

peter and the two sons of
zebedee and began to be sor
rowfiil and very heavy
rowful

peter and the two sons of
zebedee and began to be sorrowful and very heavy

peter and the two sons of
zebedee and began to be sorrowful and very heavy

36

37

then cometh

peter

nuzz
ntzz

49

then saith he unto them

then saith he unto them

my soul is exceeding sorrow
ful even unto death tarry ye
here and watch with me

my soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto death tarry
you here and watch with me

38

and he went

and he went

a little fur
ther and fell on his face and

a little farther and fell on his face and

prayed saying 0 my father
if it be possible let this cup
pass from me nevertheless
not as 1I will but as thou wilt

prayed saying 0 my father
if it be possible let this cup
pass from me nevertheless
not as 1I will but as thou wilt

39

then said

he unto them
my soul is exceeding sorrowful even unto death tarry ye
here and watch with me

and he went

a little farand fell on his face and

ther
prayed saying oh my
father if it be possible let
this cup pass from me nevertheless not as I1 will but as
thou wilt

verse 35 As in both translations of verse 33 verse 35 of
changes the
ofnti
nti
archaic syntax will I1 to 1 I will another indicator that much of the work
of the joseph smith translation is modernization of the biblical language
verse 36 the changed syntax in nti reflects the word order of the
greek text more closely than does the king james version
verse 39 in both translations the prophet dictated from his own bible
the more contemporary word farther which differs from further as in the
current latter day saint edition the nt22 translation here and in verse 42
replaces the vocative 0 with the exclamatory oh this may simply be
john whitmer s spelling and may not reflect a change in meaning
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50

he cometh unto the

and he cometh unto the

disciples and findeth
lindeth them
asleep and saith unto peter
what could ye not watch
with me one hour

disciples and findeth
lindeth them
asleep and saith unto peter
what could you not watch
with me one hour

he cometh unto the
disciples and lindeth
findeth them
asleep and he said unto
peter what could ye not
watch with me one hour

watch and pray that ye
enter not into temptation

watch and pray that you
enter not into temptation he
said unto them the spirit
indeed is willing but the flesh

watch and pray you that
ye enter not into temptation
the spirit indeed is willing
but the flesh is weak

40

and

41

the spirit indeed is willing
but the flesh is weak

and

is weak

he

went away again the
second time and prayed saying 0 my father if this cup
may not pass away from me
except I1 drink it thy will be
done
42

and

he came and found
them asleep again for their
43

eyes were heavy

and

he left them and
went away again and prayed
the third time saying the
same words
44

he went

he went away

away again the
second time and prayed say
ing 0 my father if this cup
may not pass away from me
except I1 drink it thy will be
done

again the
second time and prayed saying oh my father if this cup
may not pass away from me
except I1 drink it thy will be
done

and he came and found

and he came and found

them asleep again for their
eyes were heavy

them asleep again for their
eyes were heavy

and he left them and

and he left them and

went away again and prayed
the third time saying the
same words

went away again and prayed
the third time saying the
same words

then cometh he to his

then cometh he to his dis

then cometh he to his dis-

disciples and saith unto
them sleep on now and take
your rest behold the hour is
at hand and the son of man
is betrayed into the hands of
sinners

caples and saith unto them
ciples

ciples and said unto them

sleep on now and take rest
and they did so and when
they awoke jesus saith unto
them behold the hour is at
hand and the son of man is
betrayed into the hands of
sinners

sleep on now and take rest
behold the hour is at hand

45

and the son of man is
betrayed into the hands of
sinners

verse 41 the insertion of he said unto them in nti suggests that the
prophet viewed the following sentence as not necessarily connected with
the preceding sentence
verses 45 46 in the king james text jesus instructs his disciples to
sleep and then immediately instructs them to rise and be going the
joseph smith translation supplies the missing continuity in nti we read
and they did so and when they awoke jesus saith unto them nt22
expresses it differently and after they had slept he said unto them arise
11
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tklng jamesersionj

rise let us be going
behold he is at hand that
46

doth betray me

47

lo
and while he yet spake 10

5ntiyune i83ig

ssc&&sdyjionss5
arise let us be going
behold he is at hand that
doth betray me

and while he yet

spake

judas one of the twelve
came and with him a great
multitude with swords and
staves from the chief priests
and elders of the people

behold judas one of the

now he that betrayed him
gave them a sign saying
whomsoever I1 shall kiss that
same is he hold him fast

now he that betrayed him

48

and forthwith he came to
jesus and said hail master
49

twelve came and with him a

great multitude with swords
and staves having authority
from the chief priests and the
elders of the people

gave them a sign

psrraa iseptember 183143
s&a&k
scribe lohn
john whinnie
whitnie
5

t

and after they had slept
he said unto them arise
and let us be going behold
he is at hand that doth betray
me

and while he yet spake
judas one of
came and with
multitude with
staves from the
and elders of the

10
lo

the twelve
him a great
swords and
chief priests
people

now he that betrayed him

saying
whomsoever 1I shall kiss the
same is he hold him fast

gave them a sign saying
whomsoever I1 shall kiss that
same is he hold him fast

and forthwith he came to

and forthwith he came to
jesus and said hail master

and kissed him

jesus and said hail master
and kissed him

and jesus said unto him
friend wherefore art thou
corned
come then came they and

and jesus said unto him
judas betrayest
betrayest thou the
son of man with a kiss and

laid hands on jesus and took
him

jesus also said unto the cap
tain friend wherefore art
comee
thou come
come5 and then they
came and laid hands on
jesus and took him

50

51

and kissed him

and jesus said unto him
judas wherefore art thou
come to betray me with a
kiss then came they and
laid hands on jesus and took
him

again it is interesting to see that the prophet inserted the same thought into
each account although not in identical words and not in the same location
verse 47 nti changes the more arcane 10lo to behold the multitude came not only from the chief priests and elders but having authority from them
verse 50 both accounts add to jesus words an acknowledgment that
judas was betraying jesus with a kiss judas betrayest
betrayest thou the son of man
with a kiss nti
nti and judas wherefore art thou come to betray me with
NT
a kiss
nt22
22 both translations disassociate the word friend from
judas the nti translation assigns friend to the captain of the force and
the nt22 translation removes it and replaces it with the name of judas
5
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52

and behold one of them

and behold one of them

and behold one of them

which were with jesus
stretched out his hand and
drew his sword and struck a
servant of the high priests
and smote off his ear

who was with jesus drew his
sword and stretched out his
hand and struck a servant of
the high priest and smote off
his ear

which were with jesus
stretched out his hand and
drew his sword and struck a
servant of the high priest
and smote off his ear

51

then said jesus unto him

then said jesus unto him

then said jesus unto him

put up again thy sword into
his place for all they that take
the sword shall perish with

put up thy sword into its

put up again thy sword into

place for all they who take
the sword shall perish with
the sword

his place for all they that take
the sword shall perish with
the sword

kest thou that I1 can
Thin
thinkest
thinnest
thmkest
not now pray to my father
and he shall presently give me
more than twelve legions of
angels

kest thou that I1 can
Thin
thinkest
thinnest
not now pray to my father

kest thou that 1I can
Thin
thinkest
thinnest
not now pray to my father

and he shall presently give me
more than twelve legions of
angels
aniels

and he shall presently give me
more then twelve legions of

but how then shall the
scriptures be fulfilled that

but how then shall the
scriptures be fulfilled that
thus it must be and he put
forth his hand and touched
the servants ear and it was

but how then shall the
scriptures be fulfilled that

52

the sword
53

54

bea
thus it must be5
be

angels

be7
thus it must bea
be

healed

in that same hour said
jesus to the multitudes are
55

ye come out as against a thief
with swords and staves for to

in that same hour jesus
said to the multitude are
you come out as against a
thief with swords and staves

in that same hour said
jesus unto the multitudes
are ye come out as against a
thief with swords and staves

nti

continues the process of modernization of syntax changing then
came they to then they came
verses 51 52 in nti modernizations are seen in the changes from
which and that to who and in the change from his place referring
to a sword to its place both narratives change a servant of the high
priests to a servant of the high priest
verse 54 in the king james text only luke records jesus healing the
ear of the high priests servant and he touched his ear and healed him
luke 2251 in the joseph smith translation both the nti matthew and
the nt22 mark add that event but not in the same place in the narrative
verse 55 clarification and modernization seem to be the prophets
intentions in this verse with revised syntax jesus said instead of said
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53

me5
take mea
me I1 sat daily with you
teaching in the temple and ye
laid no hold on me

me5
to take mea
me and yet when 1I
sat daily with you teaching in
the temple you laid no hold
on me

me7
me 1I sat daily with
for to take mea
you in the temple teaching
and ye laid no hold on me

that
the scriptures of the prophets
might be fulfilled then all
the disciples forsook him
and fled

that
the scriptures of the prophets
might be fulfilled then all
the disciples forsook him

but all this was done that
the scriptures of the prophets
might be fulfilled then all
the disciples forsook him

and fled

and fled

and they that had laid

and they that had laid

and they that had laid

hold on jesus led him away to
caiaphas the high priest
where the scribes and the
elders were assembled

hold on jesus led him away to
caiaphas the high priest
where the scribes and the
elders were assembled

hold on jesus led him away to
caiaphas the high priest
where the scribes and the
elders were assembled

but peter followed him

but peter followed him
afar off unto the high priests

but peter followed him
afar off unto the high priests

palace and went in and sat
with the servants to see the

palace and went in and sat
with the servants to see the
end

56

57

58

but

all this was done

afar off unto the high priests
priest s
palace and went in and sat
with the servants to see the
end

now the chief priests and
elders and all the council

59

sought false witness against
jesus to put him to death

but found none

yea
though many false witnesses
came yet found they none at
the last came two false wit
nesses
60

but

all this was done

end

now the chief priests and
elders
sought counsel
against jesus to put him to
C

death

but found none

yea
though many false witnesses
came yet they found none to
put him to death at the last
came two false witnesses

now the chief priests and
elders and all the council
sought false witness against
jesus to put him to death

but found none yea
though many false witnesses
came they found none that
could accuse him at the last
came two false witnesses

nti

jesus and usage to instead of for to in
both translations revise
the last sentence to make it flow more readily the nt22 revision reflecting
more closely the greek word order
verse 59 the
narrative changes the meaning of the verse to highlight the conspiracy and plotting against jesus on the part of the rulers
verse 60 both accounts clarify the ambiguous king james reading
yet found they none but not in identical words

nti
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54

61

and said this fellow said

am able to destroy the
temple of god and to build
it in three days
I1

62

and the high priest arose

and said unto him answer
est thou nothing what is it
which these witness against
thee
63

but jesus held his peace

and the high priest answered
and said unto him 1I adjure
thee by the living god that
thou tell us whether thou be
the christ the son of god

saith unto him
thou hast said nevertheless 1I
say unto you hereafter shall
ye see the son of man sitting
on the right hand of power
and coming in the clouds of
heaven
64 jesus

then the high priest rent
his clothes saying he hath
65

spoken

blasphemy

what

and said this jesus said

I1

am able to destroy the temple
of god and to build it in
three days

and the

high priest arose

and said this man said

I1

am able to destroy the temple
of god and to build it in
three days

and the high priest arose

and said unto him seest
thou what these witness
against thee what sayest
gayest
thou for thyself

and said unto him answerest
est
Answer
thou nothing knowest thou
what these witness against
thee

but jesus held his peace
and the high priest said
answerest
est thou
unto him Answer
nothing but he answered
nothing and the high priest
said unto him I1 adjure thee
by the living god that thou
tell us whether thou be the
christ the son of god

but jesus held his peace

jesus saith unto him thou
hast said nevertheless 1I say
unto you hereafter you shall
see the son of man sitting on
the right hand of power and
coming in the clouds of
heaven

then the

high priest rent
his clothes saying he hath
spoken blasphemy what

and the high priest answered
and said unto him I1 adjure
thee by the living god that
thou tell us whether thou be
the christ the son of god

jesus said unto him thou
hast said nevertheless 1I say
unto you hereafter shall ye
see the son of man sitting on
the right hand of power and
coming in the clouds of
heaven

then the

high priest rent
his clothes saying he hath
spoken blasphemy what

verse 61 each narrative replaces bellow
peilow
fellow nt22 inserts man a word
that is implicit in the greek demonstrative pronoun houtos a masculine
singular nti makes the matter clearer with the insertion of jesus name
verse 62 both revised accounts seem to result from the apparent
incomplete sentence in the king james translation with its string of three
italicized words the nti account adds a sentence at the end of the verse
seIP
thyselp
gayest thou for thyself
what sayest
verse 63 only nti changes this verse and it does so significantly A senhhorn
from verse 62 answerest
est thou nothing is placed in the
tence removed brom
Answer
middle of verse 63 to which is added but he answered nothing
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55

further need have we of witnesses behold now ye have
heard his blasphemy

further need have we of witnesses behold now you have
heard his blasphemy

further need have we of witnesses behold now ye have
heard his blasphemy

they
answered and said he is

they
answered and said he is

they
answered and said he is

guilty of death

guilty of death

guilty of death

66

what think

ye

then did they spit in

what think ye

then did they spit

what think ye

then did they spit

in his
face and buffeted him and
others smote him with the
palms of their hands

in his
face and buffeted him and
others smote him with the
palms of their hands

unto us
thou christ who is he that
smote thee

saying prophesy unto us
thou christ who is he that
smote thee

saying prophesy unto us
thou christ who is it that
smote thee

now peter sat without in

now peter sat without in

now peter sat without in

the palace and a damsel came
unto him saying thou also
wast with jesus of galilee

the palace and a damsel
came unto him saying thou
also wast with jesus of
galilee

the palace and a damsel
came unto him saying thou
also wast with jesus of
galilee

but he denied before them
all saying 1I know not what
gayest
thou sayest

but he denied before all
the people saying 1I know
gayest
not what thou sayest

but he denied before them
all saying 1I know not what
gayest
thou sayest

67

his

face and buffeted him and

others smote him with the
palms of their hands
68 saying prophesy

59

70

verse 66 the community of christ inspired version revises the awkward guilty of death to guilty and worthy of death 25 the revision is
included in a footnote in the latter day saint edition of the bible this
insertion however does not come from the prophet joseph smith or his
scribes it is a rare change written in pencil on the nt22 manuscript by the
1866 67 publication committee of the reorganized church of jesus christ
of latter day saints in preparation for the printing of their original
inspired
III
p ired version the change is in the handwriting of joseph smith 111
ins
verse 68 in his nt22 account the prophet replaced who is he with
the more idiomatic who is it
verse 70 nti replaces them all with all the people removing the
italicized word
manuscript reads 1 I know
in the second half of the verse the
what thou sayest
gayest 26 although we cannot be certain we are confident that
joseph smith intended 1 I know not what thou sayest
gayest and thus we have

nti
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56

and when he

was gone
out into the porch another
maid saw him

71

and when he was gone out

and when he was gone out

into the porch another saw
him

into the porch another saw
him

inserted not in brackets in the edited text above without the not the
sentence which begins with but he denied makes little sense unlike
most of the other new translation manuscripts nti never underwent a
later pass by joseph smith to make additional corrections and it was not
subjected to the scrutiny of later clerks who reviewed the manuscripts to
insert verse breaks punctuation and revised capitalization it seems likely
that in those processes the sentence would have been corrected with the
insertion of not
verse 71 both translations delete maid the greek indefinite proalli is a feminine singular form indicating that the referent was a
noun aili
11

1

female

joseph smiths new translation of 2 peter 34

6

A second much shorter translated text in two versions is found in
new testament manuscript 2 folio 4 NT
nt24
24 this manuscript spans
from luke 19 to the end of the new testament sidney rigdon was the
scribe for most of the manuscript including both translations of 2 peter 3
nt24 contains no internal dates but related evidence places the transla-

tion of 2 peter sometime between february 16 and march 24 1832 27 on
page 145 of nt24 the prophet translated 2 peter 34 6 the only three
verses in the chapter that he revised at that time fig 4 later when he was
working on the following page he decided to translate the entire chapter
he dictated a new full text of all eighteen verses on pages 146 47 the new
dictation includes a second translation of verses 4 6 in both cases the
handwriting is that of sidney rigdon except for a few insertions of punc
bunc
tuation capitalization and verse numbers made by later editors it is not
tuition
certain in this case whether the prophet forgot the first translation when he
made the second one it may well be that when joseph decided to retranslate the entire chapter his scribe simply forgot to cross out the translation of
the three verses already on the previous page but because the second translation does not seem to rely on the first as its rough draft we suggest that
there probably was some passage of time between the two and that the earlier translation had been forgotten the second translation is the one found
in the printed community of christ inspired version
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57

detail of new testament manuscript 2 folio 4 page 145 showing 2 peter
this is the first translation of 2 peter 3 probably march 1832 handwriting of
sidney rigdon some time later the prophet retranslated this passage

FIG 4
34 6

following are the king james version and the texts of joseph smiths
two translations of 2 peter 34 6 in parallel columns the king james text
shows the italics of the current latter day saint english bible 28 to the
joseph smith translation texts we have added punctuation capitalization
and spelling modeled after the king james translation we have highlighted
in bold type the changes that joseph smith made 29

4

and saying where

is the

promise of his coming for
since the fathers fell asleep
all things continue as they
were from the beginning of
the creation

and saying where is the
promise of christs coming
for since the fathers fell
asleep all things continue as
at the beginning of the creation

and

saying where is the
coming for
promise of his corning
since the fathers fell asleep all
things must continue as they
are and have continued as
they are from the beginning
of the creation

for this they willingly are

for they are willingly

for this they willingly are

ignorant of that by the word

ignorant of this that by the

ignorant of that of old the

5

verse 4 the first account clarifies the wording by replacing his with
christ s both translations make changes at the location of the two italicized words in the king james version the first does so by making the
phrase more succinct but the second expands on the phrase
verse 5 both translations rearrange the word order of the verse considerably but in different ways the second translation follows the word
siderably
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of god the heavens were of
old and the earth standing
out of the water and in the
water

word of god the heavens
and the earth standing in the
water and out of the water
were of old

heavens and the earth
standing in the water and
out of the water were created by the word of god

whereby the world that
then was being overflowed

and by which word the

and by the word of god

world that then was being
overflowed by water perished

the world that then was
being overflowed with water
perished

6

with water perished

order of the greek text more closely than does the king james version the
second translation includes were created in place of were
verse 6 both accounts replace the word whereby with a clause that
tells the power by which the world perished namely the word of god
alluded to in verse 5 this is an important change most greek texts have
pl or through which pi
di hon whereby pi
the plural dihon
pl
although the
bihon
dv hon is a possible reading also 30
singular dihan
dih6n

duplicate revelations

the duplicate translation of JST material provides a unique opportunity to examine how joseph smith prepared his translation of the bible to
a certain extent we have in this situation the necessary components

of a
controlled test on how this kind of revelation worked two independently
produced prophetic revisions of the same texts As we examine the changes
that joseph smith made in those texts we see three broad categories of
revisions rewording for clarity modernizing of archaic king james translation language and introducing new content
in several cases the prophet reworded or rearranged the existing content in verses to make the text more easily understood examples include
matthew 265 and 51 in nti matthew 2612 and 55 in nt22 and both
translations of 2 peter 35 in some cases he inserted new words to
strengthen or clarify a passage as in matthew 2625 and 29 in nti and in
the second translation of 2 peter 34 it is difficult to know in these instances
whether the corrections represent the restoration of original biblical ideas
or words or some other means of making the text more meaningful for
modern readers
many of the changes in joseph smith s translation of the bible are
modernizations of the grammar vocabulary and syntax of the king james
version throughout the manuscripts the prophet made frequent changes
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of this kind replacing old forms of language with words and constructions
that reflect more current usage most latter day saints are unaware of this
aspect of the joseph smith translation because the footnotes in the latter
day saint bible are generally restricted to those changes that make doctrinal
or historical contributions in many places in the manuscripts the prophet
changed ye thee and thou to you with plural forms being changed
more frequently than singular forms in many other places however those
changes were not made in the matthew 26 translations for example he
changed most archaic pronouns in the nti text but apparently did not
have the same interest in the matter when he prepared the nt22 translay
transla
tion the prophet made frequent changes in archaic vocabulary and word
usage also in matthew 26 the old word even is changed to evening
nt22 matt 2620 and archaic word order is modernized in a few places
for example nti matt 2635 50
55 joseph smith followed his H and E
5055
phinney bible to use a instead of an before words that begin with a pro
nounced
bounced letter h an hymn matt 2630
2633 that he frequently changed
which and that to who for the relative pronoun referring to humans
is reflected in matthew 26 for example nti matt 2651 52
but the most important changes in the joseph smith translation are
those that introduce new content or change a verse s meaning in several
passages in the duplicate translations we see the introduction of new con
tent into the text new thoughts that alter the meaning or expand the
scope of the passage A few of these content additions are found in only one
of the translations31
translations31

11

that they might put an end to his work 264 nti
why trouble you the woman and from whence is this evil in your
hearts 2610 nti
jesus
esus took bread and brake it and blessed it 2626 nt22
which I1 gave a ransom for you 2626 nt22
and gave thanks and blessed the cup 2627 nti
and he put forth his hand and touched the servants ear and it was
healed

2654

nti

perhaps the most significant discovery in the duplicate translations is
the fact that in the majority of cases in which substantive content was
added to the text similar information was added in both of the new trans
lations in the following passages we see that in both translations the
prophet added the same thought yet he rarely expressed that thought in
the same words and sometimes it was not even inserted at the same loca
tion in the text
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and when they had thus reasoned among
themselves and understood not jesus
knowing their hearts he said unto them why
2610
2510
trouble you the woman 0260
2610 nti
261o
wheresoever
a memorial of her for in
that she hath done for me she hath obtained
a blessing of my father 2613 nti

and a commandment

I give unto you and
this is the commandment which 1I give unto
you that as you see me do you shall do likewise
and he took the cup and gave
thanks 2626

2626

in remembrance of my body

nti
2628

nti

nt22

2610
2610

and in this thing that she hath done she shall
be blessed for verily 1I say unto you wheresoever

a memorial of her

2613

nt22

and he took the cup and gave thanks

and

I give unto you a commandment that ye shall
observe to do the things which ye have seen
me do and bear record of me even unto the
end 2628 nt22
1

take eat this
body

for this you shall do in remembrance of my
blood which is shed

the woman

1

nti

take eat

when they had said thus jesus understood
them and he said unto them why trouble ye

2626

in remembrance of my

is

nt22

for this is in remembrance of my blood of the
new testament which is shed

2628

nt22

which is shed for as many as shall believe on
my name 2628 nti

which is shed for as many as shall believe on
my name 2628 nt22

sleep on now and take rest and they did so
and when they awoke jesus saith unto them
into the hands
behold the hour is at hand
nyi
of sinners 2645 nyl
nti

sleep on now
behold the hour is at
hand
into the hands of sinners and after
they had slept he said unto them arise and
let us be going 2646 nt22

betra yest
and jesus said unto him judas betrayest

and jesus said unto him judas wherefore

thou the son of man with a kiss

0260
2650
2650

nti

and jesus also said unto the captain friend
wherefore art thou come

0260
2650
2650

nti

though many false witnesses came yet they
2660
found none to put him to death 0260
2660 nti

and by which word
tion

2

peter 36 first transla-

art thou come to betray me with a kiss
0260
2650
2650 nt22

and jesus said unto him judas wherefore art
thou come

2650
6050
2650

nt22

though many false witnesses came they found
0260
2660
none that could accuse him 0660
2660 nt22

and by the word of god

2

peter 36 second

translation

the lord stated with regard to the joseph smith translation and the
scriptures shall be given even as they are in mine own bosom to the salvation of mine own elect dac
d&c 3520 in several revelations in the doctrine
and covenants god endorsed the translation work and encouraged the
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saints to assist with it and embrace it for example dac 4312 13 733 4
9013 9353 9410 yet joseph smith never told the church the means by
which he prepared the translation other than that it was translated by the
3332
1112
32
it appears that the duplicate translations are telling us
power of god 3312
more about that process
these manuscripts confirm that part of the prophets calling was to
modernize and clarify the text of the scriptures something that is evident
throughout the joseph smith translation the model of plainness that is
presented in the book of mormon see 2 ne 2547
254 y 312 3 sometimes con
erasts
trasts sharply with the language and style of the bible particularly the king
james translation many individual joseph smith translation changes are
specific to the king james version and are not suited to or needed for
other bible translations whether in english or in other languages
the changes made in matthew 26 and 2 peter 3 also suggest that joseph
smiths calling to modernize and clarify was a general mandate it is our
impression that god delegated the details of how to meet that objective to
the prophet s own judgment and discretion so he did not necessarily
require unique revelation in individual cases thus the manuscripts show
that his rewording of passages for clarification was not done with great consis
sistency
tency he took greater interest in this work of modernizing and clarifying
on some occasions than on others and this can be seen not only in the two
translations of matthew 26 but elsewhere in the manuscripts as well
but there are many changes in the joseph smith translation that we
firmly believe the prophet was inspired to make in a much more specific
way A careful examination of the two texts of matthew 26 and the historical circumstances in which they were produced leads us to rule out the possibi
sibility
lity that either text influenced the writing of the other given that we
find most remarkable the clear evidence that joseph smith inserted parallel changes in both translations in most instances where substantive
changes were made responding to spiritual promptings both times he
translated matthew 26 the prophets thoughts frequently rested upon the
same matters or concerns and impressions came to him that passages
needed to be revised or reinforced
so why then were the changes usually not made in the same words
and sometimes not inserted in the same locations joseph smith taught
that the holy ghost gives us pure intelligence which serves in expanding the mind and enlightening the understanding 33 under the spirit of
revelation you feel pure intelligence flowing unto you that can give
you sudden strokes of ideas 34 perhaps it would be reasonable to propose
that as joseph smith worked his way through matthew 26 dictating the
text to his scribe sidney rigdon in spring 1831 and again to his scribe john
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whitmer the next fall impressions came to his mind in the form of pure
intelligence enlightened understanding and sudden strokes of ideas but
not necessarily in exact words responding to those impressions the
prophet himself supplied the words that corrected the problem or emphasized the point or otherwise caused the verse to express the ideas that the

lord wanted it to communicate this suggestion may explain why the duplicate translations are verbally different
we do not see this process as the model by which to understand the
revelations in the doctrine and covenants or the text of the book of mormon in those cases the prophet was not beginning with another translation that needed consideration and possible revision so the process was
different nor do we suggest that this is the model for all the material in the
joseph smith translation we see evidence in other parts of the translation
where whole texts were revealed in english in verbal completeness with
little or no influence from the mind of joseph smith for example moses
chapter 1i 35 but the duplicate translations of matthew 26 and 2 peter 3
provide an opportunity to see the hand of the lord at work in a different
way in a way that may shed light on the genesis of other parts of the
joseph smith translation as well
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the holy scriptures translated and corrected by the spirit

of revelation by
111.
111
plano iii
piano
lii
ill the reorganized church of jesus christ of
ili
joseph smith jr the seer piano
latter day saints 1867 commonly called the inspired version the most recent
edition was published in independence missouri in 1991
readings into
9 the 1944 edition of the inspired version incorporated two
the text when 1I shall come and drink matt 2629 inspired version 2626 and
pray matt 2636 inspired version 2633 they remain in the most
and pray
go yonder anduray
andpray
8

nti

11

recent edition 1991
10
lo the verse numbers in modern bibles were created by printer robert estienne in the sixteenth century versification in the printed community of christ
inspired version follows the biblical model rather than the verse divisions that are
written on the manuscript pages
11
ii see robert J matthews joseph smith s efforts to publish his bible translation ensign 13 january 1983 57 64
12 richard P howard restoration scriptures A study of their textual develad ed rev and eni independence mo herald 1995 71
opment 2d
13 howard restoration scriptures 71
14 for example whitmer corrected these words was spoken to these
words were spoken oti page 3 line 12 ot2
ota page 3 line 36
A plainer translation 204
15 matthews
16 matthews A plainer translation 205
17 joseph smith s KJV bible was published in 1828 by the H and E phinney
company of cooperstown
Coopers town new york see kent P jackson joseph smiths coop
erstown bible the historical context of the bible used in the joseph smith trans
lation BYU studies 40 no 1i 2001 41 70 oliver cowdery purchased this bible
grandins
Gr
on october 81829 at E B grandine
andins palmyra bookstore the bible is now housed
in the library archives of the community of christ in independence missouri
the phinney bible differs in only a few words from that used in the current english
latter day saint edition see note 24 below
18 italics in the king james bible generally are used to identify words that are
not found in the original hebrew and greek texts of the bible but are helpful or
filled in
offilled
even necessary to create complete sentences in english the identifying of
words in this manner was first done systematically in english bibles by the translators of the geneva bible and the process was followed by the king james translators
some in joseph smiths day including some early church leaders and probably the
prophet himself viewed these insertions generally as unnecessary or as in terpola
eions
tions on the part of translators thus the joseph smith translation manuscripts
show that the prophet sometimes made revisions at the locations of italicized
words see expressions of disdain for italics in the king james bible in the evening
and the morning star 1i january 1833 2 not the prophet S T P to the editor of
the times and seasons times and seasons 4 september 1i 1843 318
19 the nti text is from nti pages 59 63 the nta
nt2 text is from nt22 pages
1 4 faulring jackson and matthews joseph smith s new translation 224 28
305 9 used with permission
and he said
20 see for example genesis 1832 KJV and he said
JST and abraham said
and the lord said and 2 peter 34 KJV his coming
JST christ s coming
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21

the gospel of john

does not have an account of the sacrament at the

last supper

the

idea of remembrance is found also in luke 2219 1i corinthians
1124 25 3 nephi 187 11 and JST mark 1422
23 on the manuscript verse 28 of
ofnti reads as follows for this you shall do in
remembrance of my blood this is the new testimony which you shall unto all meny
beleive on my name for the
ftaas many as shall beleave
of my blood which is shed for mhaas
remission of their sins our best judgment is that the words
this is the
my
blood were replaced by what follows but that the scribe failed to cross them out
24 the H and E phinney bible has a before words that start with a pronounced letter h in virtually every instance in this it differs from the edition of
the king james bible used by english speaking latter day saints today see jack
son joseph smith s cooperstown
Cooperstown bible 55 56 65 this and farther in verse 39
are the only differences in matthew 26 between joseph smiths phinney bible and
the latter day saint edition of the bible
25 inspired version matt 2667
26
page 63 lines 11 12
1832 the prophet and sidney rigdon had arrived at john
161832
27 by february 16
d&c 7615 18 chapter heading by march 24 they had completed the trans
529 dac
lation through revelation 114 when the work ceased due to the attack at the john
johnson home in hiram ohio and the subsequent travel of joseph smith and sidney rigdon to missouri see jessee papers of ofjoseph
joseph smith 1374
378 79
382 84 at
1374378
79382
that point sidney rigdon was replaced as the prophet s scribe for the translation
and his handwriting ends
28 in these verses the italics in joseph smiths 1828 phinney bible are identical to those in the churchs
churche current printing of the bible
29 the originals are on nt24 pages 145 46 faulring jackson and
matthews joseph smith s new translation 557559 used with permission
30 see richard J bauckham word biblical commentary volume 50 jude 2
peter waco texas word 1983 296 302
31 see the discussion of these and the following passages in the commentary
under the relevant verses above
page 1i
32
hoseph
joseph smith the
oseph
of offoseph
33 andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook eds the words off
contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph provo
utah religious studies center brigham young university 1980 4
joseph smith 5
oseph
34 ehat and cook words of
offoffoseph
orf
35 old testament manuscript i pages 1 3
22
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